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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner
by Paul Sherry

I

t must be the saddest duty of the
Chairman to have to share news of the
untimely loss of one of our members
whilst doing what we all love to do
– flying our aircraft. On the afternoon
of Saturday 14th November 2015, in
the vicinity of Dunkeswell aerodrome
(EGTU), a piston-engined PA46 Malibu
Mirage was lost. On board were Phil
Garvey (56), his wife Anne (55) and two
of his children – Emily (23) and Dan (20).
There were no survivors.
I knew Phil personally. He had spoken
to me on a number of occasions as his
purchase of the aircraft progressed. He
knew I was an owner of a similar aircraft
and he had sought suggestions and advice
from me. He also knew that I had some
local knowledge of the aircraft as N186CB
was often parked alongside ours in the
hangar at Ravenair, Liverpool, where
both aircraft were based for some years
before he completed the acquisition and
the aircraft was subsequently relocated to
Fairoaks (EGTF).
We all are very well aware that the
pursuit of aviation related activities
carries associated risks. It is a risk
we choose to accept because of the
possibilities that ownership of an aircraft
may offer. We also do it because many of
us have a passion for aviation. In short
we have fallen in love with flying and
the unique experience and
privilege that it offers. I
am writing this having just
returned from the informal
PPL/IR Europe fly out to the
Cologne Christmas markets.
On Saturday morning (5th
December) I met our new group member
at our Jetprop at Liverpool just after 0800
and 3 hours later we were in the centre
of Cologne at our hotel before heading
out to participate in the many and varied
entertainments of wonderful atmosphere
in the city. That night we had a most
enjoyable dinner with friends – Jason and
Christene Carley, Nick and Kate Hanley,
David Wray as well as Anna and myself
(unfortunately the arrival of others was
thwarted by technical problems). On the
Sunday we had another enjoyable day

in Cologne followed by a smooth flight
back at FL220 watching the sun set in the
distance and the sky gradually change in
colour from blue, through the reds and
yellows of the sunset and finally to the
darkness of night. As we descended back
toward Liverpool, we saw the lights of
Manchester and Liverpool come slowly
toward us as the sky cleared and finally
that most inviting sight of an instrument
runway - fully lit at night. We felt satisfied
in a good weekend away and the feeling
of a task well done.
Phil Garvey and his family have paid
the ultimate price for being able to share
that privilege and experience; we mourn
their loss. It brings us face-to-face with
the reality of the risks we must manage
for the sake of our own safety and those
who fly with us. This tragic incident
of course will be subject to the normal
investigative processes both by the UK
Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau
(AAIB) working in association with
the US National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) as the aircraft was on
the ‘N’ register. There will likely be
much speculation in the media and in
the wider aviation community as to the
contributing factors. However, I would
ask all members to exhibit great caution
and appropriate respect about making any
public statements on the basis of what is

is off airways IFR/IMC flight. Unlike the
majority of Europe, the UK legally allows
flight under Instrument Flight Rules and
in IMC outside controlled airspace. The
CAA in the UK currently also supports
the continuing availability of the IMCr/
IR(R). However, I ask all members, in
whatever country you are based, to take
a moment to reflect on this tragic loss
and make a positive decision to actively
manage your safety margins. I would very
much value not having to write such a
Chairman’s Corner again. As mentioned
above, we will await the comprehensive
accident report, however, this incident has
triggered some discussion within ExCo
of how PPL/IR Europe can further assist
our members in building their skills and
experience. We will dedicate these efforts
to the memory of those we have lost. May
they rest in peace.
At this time of year, the thoughts of
the Executive Committee are turning to
planning the activities to be undertaken
in 2016. My first duty (and pleasure) is
to recognise all the work done by Stephen
Dunnett in recent years as a committed
member of ExCo and also as our
Meetings Secretary. His retirement from
his day job as a professor of neuroscience
is looming over the horizon along with a
planned relocation to France. Whilst he
will continue to maintain an interest in
flying, he quite understandably
feels that he will not be able to
take such an active part in the
running of our organisation.
Fortunately, he was able to
give ExCo sufficient notice for
us to find a willing volunteer
from amongst our ranks to take over this
responsibility and I am delighted to inform
you that Colin Williamson has kindly
agreed to take on this task. Colin flies a
Cirrus which is also based at Liverpool
(a northern powerhouse of aviation!). On
behalf of all of the membership I want to
thank both Stephen for his commitment
over the years and Colin for agreeing to
join ExCo in this role.
Three dates are already in the diary.
PPL/IR Europe will again have a presence
at Aero Expo Friedrichshafen which will

“we must manage the risks for the sake
of our own safety and those who fly
with us”
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necessarily limited information. When the
appropriate authorities have completed
their work then there may be some
lessons to be learned and shared amongst
us. There will be a right time for that to be
done but that is not now.
All I will do now, is to remind members
that we have lost three aircraft and their
pilots and passengers, in relatively recent
times. It is hard to draw valid statistical
conclusions from such (fortunately) rare
incidents. However, it seems to me that
there has been one common theme and that

PPL/IR EUROPE

run from Wednesday 20th to Saturday
23rd April, 2016. This will be the fourth
year that we have taken a stand at what
is the largest general aviation gathering
in Europe. It is an opportunity for us to
network with the various national aviation
authorities as well as with EASA. It is also
a source of new members. Although PPL/
IR Europe has its roots in the UK, we very
much aspire to represent the interests of
all pilots in the European GA community
who have an interest in operating aircraft
under IFR. To fulfill that goal ExCo
supports the investment required to
sustain our participation (although we do
formally discuss it every year). For those
who have not made the pilgrimage, I do
encourage you to put the dates in your
calendar and make the effort to come.
You will be very welcome on the PPL/IR
Europe stand for a cup of coffee.
In a similar vein, we also intend to make
our presence felt at Aero Expo Sywell,
scheduled to take place over the weekend
of 1st to 3rd July, 2016. Unfortunately,
last year we were
not blessed with
good weather and
the Saturday was
particularly cold
and wet. Good
IFR weather – but
unfortunately Sywell does not have a
GNSS instrument approach procedure
(yet). Again, please put the dates in your
diary and if you could spare half a day (or
even a whole day) to staff our display then
you would be most welcome. Sali Gray,
our membership secretary, will no doubt
be in touch.
Between the two, we plan to hold
our AGM on Saturday 14th May 2016.
The location has yet to be confirmed but
current thoughts are to again consider
Cambridge. For legal reasons we have
to hold our AGM in England and Wales,
but we do want to make the meeting as
accessible as we can, so we try to base it
more towards the south eastern corner so
it is as easy as practicable for those based
in continental Europe to attend.
At our recent ‘informal’ fly out to
Cologne, there were further discussions
about events that would encourage
members to get their aircraft out of the
hangar and go flying. One suggestion
was to organise some ‘day-trips’ to
interesting and possibly challenging
destinations. Jason Carley suggested
lunch in Amsterdam as an option, possibly

landing at Schiphol. Those who have been
there before will confirm that one of the
biggest airports in Europe is surprisingly
GA friendly. We might even be able to
obtain a block discount on the handling
fees with a bit of careful negotiation,
making the whole experience manageable
from a financial perspective. Some of our
members might enjoy the option to put
EHAM in their logbook….
Anthony Bowles and Alan South have
also indicated their willingness to run
another ‘Instrument Weather’ seminar.
Those who attended the first one run in
Carlisle will attest to a most enjoyable and
educational day – despite the rather active
convective weather. We hope to confirm a
date in the near future.
I emphasise that it is open to any
member to suggest an activity or
meeting which PPL/IR Europe could
support. Please feel free to email me
(chairman@pplir.org) with any ideas and
we will happily look at them and assess
the options.
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allows their use in for GNSS approaches.
PPL/IR Europe successfully worked to
bring together financial support from the
GSA, regulatory support from EASA and
technical expertise from GAMA Avionics
to develop a retrospective AML STC that
allows current GNS430 and 530W units
to be certified for GNSS approaches
for a relatively small fee. I should note
that Trevor Pegrum of Garmin was also
supportive, despite the risk that Garmin
might sell fewer 650’s and 750’s! Some
panel work may be required (possibly an
additional annunciator) but at least there
is now a clear roadmap to achieving this
certification at sensible cost. Although the
whole process took much longer than any
of us expected, we did achieve a positive
outcome for general aviation.
Of course the ‘elephant in the corner of
the room’ is the very slow progress toward
developing GNSS instrument approach
procedure to non-instrument runways. So
far as I am aware the UK CAA remains
the only NAA to have a concept of how
this might be achieved.
To date progress has been
slow; this is a reflection
of the time it takes to
engage with the regulator
and follow the process
through to a conclusion.
PPL/IR Europe is a volunteer run
organisation with limited resources (many
of ExCo have much else in their day
diaries). We have considered engaging an
external expert to facilitate this process
but are conscious of the possible financial
costs to the organisation. Nonetheless
we are acutely aware of the substantially
increased utility that our members (and
indeed non-members) would see if GNSS
approaches to smaller airfields became
increasingly common. So the challenge to
the organisation is to try and make every
effort to continue to push this agenda
forward. At least, in the UK, we do have
a regulator who is sympathetic to our
efforts. And we are hoping that once we
establish the principle, then our European
colleagues will see the positive effect on
both the safety and utility of IFR flight to
and from smaller aerodromes and will be
prepared to follow the progress we hope
to make in the UK. Watch this space….

“very slow progress toward developing GNSS
instrument approach procedure to noninstrument runways”
On the regulatory front we did have
one success this year. After the best part
of two years of work, the STC to allow the
Garmin GNS430W and 530W to be used
for GNSS approaches was finally granted
by EASA to GAMA Avionics at Fairoaks
(EGTF). This project started quite some
time ago as a result of a meeting with
representatives of the GSA at Aero Expo
Friedrichshafen in 2013. PPL/IR Europe
noted that there were three reasons why
GA pilots in Europe cannot fly GNSS
approaches – lack of training, lack of
suitably equipped aircraft and lack of
approaches. For many years the standard
IFR GNSS navigator fitted to GA aircraft
was the Garmin 430 and 530. These were
subsequently upgraded to the ‘W’ versions
allowing access to SBAS – WAAS in the
USA and EGNOS in Europe. For historic
reasons, the certification of the GNS430W
and 530W units in Europe did not include
a Flight Manual Supplement to allow
their use for GNSS instrument approach
procedures. Their modern replacements,
the GTN650 and 750, are covered by
an AML STC (Approved Model List
Supplementary Type Certificate) that

Paul
Sherry
Chairman – PPL/IR Europe
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EDITORIAL

T

Editorial

his Winter edition of Instrument
Pilot has a CRM theme. The second
CRM seminar, again fully subscribed,
was held at Coventry Airport in
September and Matthew Lavy, one
of the attendees has kindly written up
what was a very instructive day, made
more so by Timothy Nathan’s generous
participation following his accident at
the Scillies Island airport in August.
Timothy has also contributed the main
article in this edition describing in
detail the build up to the incident and
the lessons we can all learn from it. It
is very clear from Timothy’s article that
it was a number of spatially discrete
issues that contributed to the accident
rather than one single causal event;
reading it gives all us pilots much to
reflect on.
On
a
happier
note,
Rodney
Blois
celebrates the 50th anniversary of his
carefully restored Cessna 172, used for
extensive touring as well as precision
flying. Phil Caiger enthuses on the Golze

Engineering ADL120, a neat and relatively
low cost piece of kit for getting incockpit weather. David Chambers traces
the history of satellite navigation, once
again showing how much Europe lags behind
the US in making the most of its benefits
with the UK pretty much still in the
Stone Age. Finally, Mark Onyett takes us
to the French Alps in ‘Weekenders’.
The Editorial Team send you all best
wishes for Christmas and the New Year and
happy flying in 2016.
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle
December 2015

Events

[Type text]

Aero Expo Friedrichshafen
Date: 20 - 23 April 2016

Spring Meeting and AGM
Specialists in Instrument Flight Training

Date: 14 May 2016
Location: Cambridge Airport (EGSC)
Further details TBA

ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
En-Route IR
SEP & MEP Class Ratings
IR Revalidations & Renewals
PA46 Revalidations & Renewals
Modern EFIS equipped Piper fleet
EASA appoved simulator
CAA Initial IRE on staff
Location: Chester
Tel: +44 (0) 7801 145 644
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Web:
www.jd-aviation.co.uk

Aero Expo Sywell
Date: 1 - 3 July 2016
For latest information see the website
http://www.pplir.org
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EDITORIAL

Forum Roundup

I

by Anthony Bowles

n the Airports section, there have been two particularly
useful additions to a number of the airfields listed there.
The first relates to French airports. It is well known that
the number of airfields which can be used as entry points
has markedly decreased over the past year or two and at the
same time, the French authorities have become more insistent
on proper compliance with their entry requirements. The
French AIP gives details of telephone and fax numbers where
notice on incoming flights can be made but we have all suffered
the frustration of phone numbers being unanswered or the
uncertainty of whether our notice fax has arrived. Increasingly
now, the requisite notice can be given by email and this usually
produces an acknowledgement from the relevant French border
police/customs unit. One of our members have collated all
known email addresses and published this list on the forum;
this is a valuable resource and members using it are encouraged
to update the list and provide any useful feedback. The recent
tragic events in Paris can only result in a further tightening on
compliance.
The second useful posting in the Airports section was a
file of briefing videos produced for a number of airports for
Easyjet. Timothy Nathan, our webmaster, helpfully extracted
and allocated each video to the appropriate airfield, noted on
the post as ‘Visitair Briefing’. While designed for CAT aircraft,
the videos are equally useful for GA pilots particularly when
visiting a new airfield for the first time.
On the ‘General Discussion’ section, avionics in various
aspects are taking up much forum space. The retrospective
AML STC for the Garmin x30 series has turned out to be
less satisfactory than first envisaged as it effectively requires
the installation of a GPS status annunciator within the pilot’s
primary view, adding significantly to the cost of compliance,
assuming that the necessary panel space is available. On
another tack but relevant to the issue is whether funds are
better spent on upgrading to the Garmin x50 series and if
so, what combination of 750/650 may be the most desirable
depending on the interface available with other MFD displays.
The possible permutations are large and one member suggests a
geeky guide in IP on these for those more technically challenged
members. [Editor’s note: Is there a volunteer for this please?]
The avionics discussion is completed by a number of posts
comparing the Garmin G500/600 PFD with the comparable
Aspen offerings.
The proposed new Met Office GA met portal has attracted
relatively little attention on the Forum compared with other GA
fora where reaction to it has been almost universally negative.
Perhaps most members continue to use the present Met office
site or use other briefing sites for their weather briefing. One of
our members took up the proposed abolition of the Worldwide
TAF/METAR search facility and received confirmation recently
that this is to be retained and will be incorporated in the new
portal and meanwhile the sunset date for the present site has
been postponed again. As an organisation, we have taken up
various issues on this with the Met Office and the CAA.
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COCKPIT WEATHER

Cockpit Weather - Part 2
by Phil Caiger

I

n the previous part of this Article, Anthony Bowles discussed
his installation of the Avidyne MLX770 in-flight data link
transceiver and having flown with Anthony in his Bonanza and
been very impressed by the on-board weather, I decided that
it would be a useful addition to my flying capability to install
a similar system in my own aircraft. However, installing it in my
Mirage was not an economic option, despite already having a
suitable MFD (Avidyne EX500), because the installation requires
an Iridium satellite antenna installed externally on the fuselage
and since the Mirage is pressurised, this would be an EASA major
modification, resulting in significant additional cost. The ADL120,
made by Golze Engineering, seemed to be the perfect solution –
display of weather data on my iPad mini which I already carry for
approach plates and a very “clean” installation based on an EASA
minor modification, almost as tidy as a built-in system. In fact, the
unit is all but completely hidden from view; it is installed behind
the instrument panel (close to the bottom so the USB port is easily
accessible for upgrades), power is connected to a spare location
on the fuse panel, connection to the iPad is by WiFi and the only
visible item is a very discreet Iridium satellite phone antenna
mounted on the coaming close to the copilot windshield. The ADL
unit is wired to the GPS (in my case GNS530W) so that the flight
plan data can be downloaded to the iPad App.
Like other apps, the iPad client, “ADLConnect app”, is
downloaded from the Appstore; installation and configuration
is straightforward. A subscription to the DWD weather service
(https://www.flugwetter.de), a service I would recommend
regardless because of the European icing forecast charts and
a subscription to the Golze/Iridium service are required. The
details of these subscriptions are then entered into the App and
once in the aircraft, you initially need to connect your iPad to the
WiFi generated by the ADL unit but subsequently they connect
automatically. The App can also be used with WiFi at home
(without any configuration changes) to download weather from
the internet. Golze also provides periodic updates, free of charge,
to both the firmware on the unit and the App which have included
additional functionality – the most recent being version 6 which
added satellite infrared download. The firmware updates can be
downloaded from the Golze website and updated directly from
your laptop via USB.
At the start of the flight, after entering a flight plan into the
GPS, selecting “Activate FPL download” in the App causes the
flightplan to be downloaded from the GPS; subsequent, in-flight,
route changes are automatically downloaded. I then go to the
download page in the App and select “Copy FPL airports” which
copies the destination airport to the App and I manually enter the
ICAO for the alternate into the App. The data (Radar image and
quality, Infrared image, Lightning Strikes, Wind/Temperature and
range of flight levels, Airport minima, TAFs and METARs) that you
would like to download is selected next. Your data selections are
remembered so you do not need to do this every time you want to
download the weather. You then simply press either the “Download
Single” button or repetitive download button and after a few
minutes the requested data is available. Using repetitive download
causes the weather to be downloaded every 15 minutes until you

8
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cancel the operation. I have found this function unnecessary as a
periodic update is enough to get the broad picture.
The picture below shows my typical download: radar rainfall,
lightning strikes, winds for FL160 and airport minima during a
recent flight from Augsburg to Biggin Hill (enroute from Rome
to avoid severe weather from Corsica up through the western
side of the Alps); the purple area at the bottom of the picture (the
downloaded area is defined in black) represents an area of intense
lightning strikes. Our rather indirect route was planned on the
ground to avoid the areas of weather you can see in the picture
and the in-flight verification of our plan made for a stress free (and
almost cloudless) flight at FL180.

The date and time of data is displayed on the panel inset on the
map and with the exception of the airport minima colour coding,
the data is 30 minutes older than the current time displayed in the
panel insert. It is likely that I took the screenshot some minutes
after the data was downloaded but the key point is that the data
is not absolutely current. The colour coding of minima at enroute
airports ranging from blue for airports with cloud base greater
than 2000ft and visibility > 8km to red for airports with cloud
base less than 200ft or visibility < 550m may also be useful in
selecting alternates should the need arise (the ICAO codes can also
be displayed adjacent to the airport symbol). The forecast winds
and temperatures are also displayed for the selected flight level

PPL/IR EUROPE

– although one must remember to select the
desired flight level before downloading.
The data to overlay on the map is selected
using the buttons in green text along the
top of the image – everything downloaded
is displayed by default, which is how I
invariably leave it. The “Update Weather
Data” link on the inset panel enables
the last weather download to be quickly

repeated.
The images below show the situation a
little later on the ADL120, the stormscope
depiction on the GNS530W (and our
190nm direct to VATRI!) and view out of
the pilot’s window.
The ability to download infrared images
has been recently added to the ADL and a
screenshot I made at home some days later

Aircraft Insurance

Are you paying too much?
• Get an instant quote online

• Spread your premiums for free

• Select the cover you want

• 24-Hour claims hotline service

COCKPIT WEATHER

is shown overleaf. The colour scheme is not
the same as you are probably used to when
viewing IR images and it is easy to confuse
the two grey colour levels; the key is shown
below the screenshot.
If the radar image is displayed at the
same time (overleaf, above right), the
rainfall somewhat obliterates the IR image,
so if you toggle this off then you can get
a clearer idea of whether
you are going to simply
overfly the precipitation or
whether there is actually
any icing risk.
TAFs and METARs can
be optionally downloaded
for any airport; the
destination can be copied
from the flight plan at
the click of a button but
alternates need to be added
by their ICAO. The current
data is displayed clearly
and a button allows you
to quickly clear any old
reports from the display
should you wish. This can
be very helpful when the
weather is marginal and
you are out of range of the
ATIS (or there is no ATIS)
or helping you determine
which runway is likely
to be in use and therefore
prepare the likely plates for
the corresponding arrival/
transition/approach.

Visicover is a unique
service that lets you
buy and manage your
aeroplane or helicopter
insurance online
whenever it suits you.

To find out more go to Visicover.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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Below: Infrared, infrared with rainfall overlay and legend from the user guide; Bottom: TAF and METAR download

Coverage
As you can see from the
pictures on the opposite
page, most of Europe and
North America is covered
as far as radar rainfall is
concerned and most of
Europe for infrared, wind
and lightning strike data.
The METARs and TAFs
are pretty much global.

Other functions

shown on the opposite page.

The ADL120 includes
a couple of other useful
features: firstly, the ability
to send and receive text
messages from mobile
numbers in your address
book – particularly useful
if you are going to be
late and have arranged
transport and secondly, an
optional automatic position
report – the ADL sends out
your position, speed and
altitude every 10 minutes
and a near-real-time plot of
this data can be viewed by
your family, friends, etc. as

Costs
The purchase cost of the ADL is €1,950 + VAT and installation.
In my case the final bill, was around £3,000 including the EASA
minor modification fee but clearly that might vary from aircraft to
aircraft. In addition, the DWD subscription is approx €68 + VAT
per annum and the cost of the Iridium service €25/month + VAT
plus €0.25 + VAT per packet of data. The data I select typically
requires 2-3 packets per download. To avoid paying bank charges
for transferring money to a foreign account on a monthly basis, I
pay a single larger amount in advance and the monthly charges are
then just deducted; Golze provide a monthly statement so you can
keep track of your balance.

Summary
To a large extent, preflight planning, utilising the significant
weather charts (and I particularly like the one produced by the
MeteoFrance Aeroweb service) enable us to avoid the worst of
the weather by selecting an appropriate routing and/or flight level.
However, there are situations where, perhaps due to the timing of
the flight, the position and/or intensity of heavy rain, thunderstorms
or potential icing is uncertain and our planned route is in relatively
close proximity to such weather. Without doubt, to penetrate such
weather, on-board weather radar and stormscope are essential tools
but regardless of whether this equipment is available or not, the
overview picture provided by weather downloaded to the cockpit
in-flight is invaluable in that it allows us to avoid the riskiest areas
by a wide margin. However, it must always be remembered that the
rainfall, infra-red images, etc. uploaded to the cockpit can be up
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NEW MEMBERS

New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome
to new and re-joining members

to 15 – 20 minutes out of date by the time
you see them and so cannot be relied upon
for tactical avoidance and an appropriate
margin should be applied for any avoidance
based on this information.
Even though my aircraft has WX500
stormscope and RDR2000 weather radar
overlaid on the MFD, I think the ADL120
is one of the best purchases I have ever
made for my aircraft; the App is very
reliable – it always has a connection to the
Iridium network despite not having a roof
mounted antenna, it is very simple to use
and the display is clear and unambiguous.
Provided you keep in mind that it is not
up-to-the minute accurate, the weather data
provided is, at the very least, reassuring
that you have planned your flight well and
certainly most helpful in that it provides the
big picture for in-flight re-routing options
without having to extrapolate where the
weather you wanted to avoid may have
moved to based on a forecast several hours
old. On longer flights, in-flight TAFs and
METARs are a marvellous aid to planning
your arrival and give you time to think
well ahead about what you may do if the
forecast is different to that received before
you departed.
Golze Engineering also produces the
ADL110 which was reviewed in IP102 /
May - August 2014 and features a small
display mounted on your instrument panel
and also the ADL130 which is a portable
version of the ADL120.

Paul Adlem
Toby Alington
Simon Atkins
Anthony Bendkowski
Alex Brett
Lewis Brown
Efrem Cockett
Jon Cooke
Tomasz Dudziak
David Fabry
Peter Henningsen
Graham Holford
Mark Hutt
Peter Lang
Paul Mizrahi
Sebastian Reis
Gilles Rosenberger
Rolf Schwartz
Kenneth Shail
Paul Sodagar
Markus Vogt

EGLM
EGLK
EGTB
EGTO
EGSC
EGLK
EGJB
EGBW
EPPO
EGKB
EKBR
EGHR
EGUB
EDTM
LFPN
EDNW
LFPC
EDKA
EGBJ
EGKB
EDFM
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UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
Guernsey
UK
Poland
UK
Denmark
UK
UK
Germany
France
Germany
France
Germany
UK
UK
Germany
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FLY2HELP

fly2help Needs YOU!

viation charity fly2help provides unforgettable
experiences days for people living through
challenging circumstance and is in desperate
need of pilots and volunteers.
fly2help supports people in two specific ways.
Firstly our Air Smiles Days help people escape the stresses
of their everyday lives through remarkable air experiences.
These days are centred around a flight in a light aircraft,
for people living with illness, disability, bereavement and
isolation. Air Smiles Days are bespoke and tailored to the
needs of each beneficiary group, but normally consist of a
flight in a light aircraft (usually a 4-6 seater), a team lunch
and other activities based on the airfield to create a special
and fun day, all captured in a photo memory book.
Air Smiles Days bring joy and laughter, boost confidence,
create magical memories and offer respite for individuals,
groups and families who have little opportunity to spend
quality time together. Air Smiles Manager Helen Tempest
said “The chance to offer a flight in an aircraft to people
who wouldn’t otherwise have the opportunity to experience
the magic of flying is incredible.”
The other way fly2help supports people is through Aim
High scholarships, encouraging young people to consider a
future career within the aviation industry. Aim High offer’s
the chance for students aged 14-18 to get a glimpse into

fly2help
The Control Tower
Cotswold Airport
Cirencester, Gloucestershire.
GL76BA
Tel: 01285 770 821
Email: info@fly2help.org
12
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the aviation world and affirm their career choices. Our
weeklong courses consist of talks from industry experts and
visits to exclusive aviation companies such as Airbus and
Rolls-Royce. This year students visited RAF Brize Norton,
met experienced RAF pilots, received an interactive tour of
the base and we were even able to offer a flying lesson to
10 scholars. In 2016 we will be running 2 scholarships, look
out on our website and Facebook page for more details.
fly2help operates at 16 airfields nationwide and is
currently expanding to additional airfields across the UK.
This expansion is an exciting time for the charity and
means that many more beneficiaries are able to discover
the wonder of flight. However, this has left fly2help in
dire need of pilots with access to aircraft and volunteers
for Air Smiles Days, Aim High scholarships and to help at
fundraising events. Not only is volunteering for fly2help as a
pilot or team member an extremely rewarding experience,
but it is also a really fun day, spent with some extraordinary
people.
If you’re interested in volunteering, or just want to know
more about the charity please get in in touch. Email the
office with your details info@fly2help.org. There is more
information on our website www.fly2help.org.
Come and help us turn an ordinary day into an
extraordinary adventure – for those who need our help.
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CESSNA 172

Cessna 172

I

by Rodney Blois

had my first lesson on 7th May 1966, obtained my PPL on 7th June 1966, bought my first aircraft, a Cessna 150
on 1st July 1966 and I have been flying light aircraft ever since. I have now accumulated just over 9000 hours.
In other light aircraft, I have done some notable flights. I participated in a PA32 Saratoga in the 2001 London to
Sydney Air Race. In 2009 I circumnavigated the world in another Saratoga taking a different route to ‘normal’; out
through Austria, Turkey, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Mongolia and Siberia to Alaska; stopped off at Oshkosh on the way
back via Greenland. In a venerable twin Aero Commander I assisted the late and great John Houlder; I flew to Zanzibar
one year and another year, we crossed the North Atlantic and went on through USA to San Diego and then up to
Anchorage and home again.

The Cessna 172 was born out of the
tail dragger Cessna 170 in about 1961.
The earliest versions were powered
with the six cylinder Continental 0300-D engine developing 145 hp. In
1969, the engine was changed to a four
cylinder 150 hp Lycoming, but this had
camshaft problems and around 1975,
this was replaced by the Lycoming
0-320 developing 160 hp. The 172
was discontinued in 1986 because of
the product liability debacle but was
resumed in the mid 1990ties following
the passing of the General Aviation
Revitalization Act in 1994.
I have owned a number of ancient
Cessna 172s but at last I think I have

cracked it. I like to think my current
Cessna 172 G-ATKT is really rather
special and I will tell you why. She
is a very old ‘F’ model lady born in
November 1965; so it is nice to write
about her on her 50th birthday. She
had the Continental 0-300-D engine;
this was never a satisfactory engine
and whilst smooth was frequently
subject to valve sticking and was very
underpowered. Cessna soon changed
that to a 150hp Lycoming for a few years
and then to a 160hp Lycoming. I found
it in a rather unloved state in January
2012 and acquired it for £10,000. The
main advantage of this deal was that the
airframe had only 3,900 hours and no

corrosion at all. In spite of this, the low
price was because the engine had 2,600
hours and was in desperate and legal
need of a major overhaul. So I set to
work to make it worthy of my colleagues
in PPL/IR. I got my IR in 1992 but had
rarely used it in anger as my steed at the
time was a similar Cessna172 and not
suited to airways flying, so I had gained
the IR as an academic exercise and for
use in emergencies only. Time for all
that to change.
First up was the engine. An excellent
outfit in Kansas markets a complete
upgrade to a Lycoming 0-360-A4M 180
hp engine. The kit from the US comes
complete with everything forward of
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CESSNA 172

Clockwise from top left: Pilot, Co-pilot and
central instrument panels

the firewall. Open the boxes and there
is engine, new propeller, carburettor, oil
cooler and every single nut, bolt, washer
required to remove the 0-300-D and
install the 0-360. A first class service,
and my engineers were able to do the
swap in just over a week. That changed
the rate of climb from a paltry 400 ft
/min to over 1,000 ft/min. Now I can
get to 10,000 feet in 20 minutes and can
file IFR for levels up to 14,000ft! This
is helped by the fact that 50 year old
airframes were built substantially lighter
than later models.
A real problem with these early
Cessnas was endurance. Not much point
in struggling up to 8000 ft with a little
engine and then having to drop down
again to refuel every 3 hours. With a
cruise speed of 95 kts it was never really
viable. So to solve that little problem I
got hold of Flint Aero in Kansas who
supply tip tanks. Not the bulbous ones
on C-310’s and Beech Bonanzas but
internal ones. Just remove the plastic
wing-tip fairing, cut out a couple of ribs
and insert a tank exactly in the space
made available with a bit of a push
and shove (as the tank itself forms the
missing structural ribs) and an extra
90 litres are added. With an increased
cruising speed of 115kts at 33 lph, this
gives an endurance of 7 hours. Two extra
fuel gauges in the panel, and a pump
switch for each to transfer fuel from tip
tank to main tank complete the setup.
Thus I had solved speed, endurance
and altitude to make a sensible IFR
proposition. Monitoring of this new
power plant was fixed by adding an
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EDM 700 engine monitor and fuel flow
computer. Accurate leaning became
possible with CHT/EGT information
and the fuel computer is very accurate;
so when inputting 200 litres the
computer readout is never more than 3
litres different from the pump readout.
But all that would be fairly useless if
I did not know where I was going and
having fumbled for years with other
peoples Garmin 430’s I was determined
to find something more user friendly.
I really hated those 430/530 GNS
models. Forever twisting and turning

inners and outers! Garmin had just then
announced the GTN650/750 range. I
was an early installer of the 650 and
had some paperwork problems but these
were soon sorted. It is a truly fabulous
touch screen GPS. I am always asked
about turbulence and can really say that
I have flown in some pretty horrendous
stuff but have never been unable to place
my finger on the GTN exactly where I
wanted it! Entering complex flight plans
is a doddle as it knows all the reporting
points and which are on which airway
so you just enter the start point, the
airway descriptor, and the exit point and
everywhere in between is automatically
added in. As backup, I have a trusty
Garmin 496 mounted on the coaming.
This is vital for VFR work as all VRPs
are there and it has a much better map
that the 650. To spoil myself a little
further I have a mini iPad on the RH
control column running Sky Demon!
So I am getting close to perfection
now and only need some com/nav. A
Garmin SL30 serves as Com2 and Nav2,
Com1 and Nav1 of course being part of
the GTN650. To help the good folk
on the ground I have the Garmin 328
Mode S Transponder. A DME, linked to
the GNS, is a very useful addition. To
complete the panel (and fill an empty
space) I moved in an antique Bendix
T12C ADF. Very good for Test March
Special but not much else!
As to actually flying the beast, as
I tend to forget to reset the DI and as
the magnetic compass is hidden behind
the Garmin 496, so I linked the whole
system up to a KCS55 compass system

PPL/IR EUROPE

CESSNA 172

Above left: A picture taken at Belbek Military airfield, Sevastopol, just months before the Russians invaded. Note the watch tower from
where the author believes warning shots were fired and in background, a Ukrainian Air Force Mig 29.
Above right: G-ATKT at Amari NATO base in Lithuania - with Typhoon in the background
and have a nice HSI to look at and can forget about precession! With a good tailwind I have achieved the magical 200kts!
That is also linked to a dual needle slaved RMI with the VOR Mind you the landing after that was not much fun.
needle switchable between Nav 1 and Nav 2.
So there you have it; the £10,000 aircraft that will get you
Even so, a lazy chap like me likes to have a little to do as non-stop to Cannes at FL100 in time for lunch. But also is slow
possible, so I have now added an S-Tec 30 autopilot. This enough to be competitive in Precision Flying Competitions
model will not climb to an altitude but once where you want cruising at 70kts and 1000ft agl. She has represented the UK in
to be, you just push the button and the altitude/flight level is World Precision Flying Championships in Poland, Denmark,
very accurately held. The autopilot is linked to the GTN650 so and Germany and next year in Santa Cruz, Portugal.
a complex flight plan of multiple legs is flown by the autopilot
and you just sit there and watch the turning point coming up
and the new course being intercepted and followed. Likewise
when flying RNAV approaches it just follows the approach
[Type text]
called up on the GTN650.
I like to fly at FL100 out of choice, being a compromise
between full throttle altitude of about 8500ft and better TAS
higher. If sitting there at FL100 the cloud tops keep rising,
then keeping on climbing may be a the better solution than
descending into icing etc. So I can and have gone to 14,000
feet; not really a problem if all is required is a quick climb to
clear a mountain and then straight down again. But staying up
there for 4/5 hours is not very wise or legal without oxygen,
so I have an oxygen system – a Mountain High computer
controlled supply. A tube runs from the small cylinder
between the seats to a tiny computer and a separate tube
from this computer box to a cannula. Flow rate is minimal
and automatically adjusts to breathing rate and altitude - dead
simple and very economical with a top up required every 20/
EASA TBM Class Rating
30 hours of use.
To stop me falling asleep when not IFR, the GTN650 now
EASA PA46 Class Rating
has TCAS so if anyone threatens my bit of airspace I can look
ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
exactly where the box tells me to and invariably the intruder
En-Route IR
is right there. That does interfere with the Bluetooth Bose
FAA Training
A20 headsets for music or whilst on the phone! To complete
ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
the refurbishment, I found some spats and modified them to
Competency Based IR
fit and had the whole aircraft resprayed.
Safety Pilot
So do I use it all? I think so. I have been, on separate trips,
to Athens, Helsinki, Petra (Aqaba), Warsaw, Kiev and Belbek
(Sevastopol, Crimea) apart from usual short haul trips to
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
Copenhagen, Cannes, Karlovy Vary, Elba and Gibraltar. Over
the last 10 years I have averaged about 225 hours per year.

www.oysterair.com

jonathan@oysterair.com
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CRM and Human Factors
with Captain Lyn George
19th September at Coventry Airport
by Matthew Lavy
“Good morning. Before we start there are some housekeeping points … First, there will be no fire alarm tests
today. If the fire alarm sounds it is for real. So what will you do if the alarm sounds? … Anyone? We all know
what we should do. But I’ll tell you what you will in fact do: absolutely nothing. You’ll act as if it’s a test, even
though I have just told you that there are no tests today... Why oh why are alarms tested so frequently during
office hours – perpetually reinforcing the message that a fire alarm means a test... And that’s not the only
reason you will fail to evacuate even though you know perfectly well you should: you will each be waiting for
someone else to make the first move”.

W

ith that introduction,1 the
PPL/IR Europe CRM
training day began.
Through a series of
case studies, analyses and
discussions, Captain George led us in a
thought-provoking, stimulating, at times
harrowing but undoubtedly useful study of
human decision-making, its failure modes
and their impact upon the type of singlecrew flight operations in which many of us
engage. Subjects covered in depth included
flaws in logic processing (illustrated
graphically by a simple arithmetic test that
an embarrassing number of us failed!),
illness and stress, standard operating
procedures and their
role in single-crew
operation, threat and
error
management,
CFIT and situational awareness, and the
accident chain. The case studies were well
chosen and the topics all highly relevant to
PPL/IR operations. All resonated very well
with Paul Sherry’s piece on situational
awareness in the July/August edition of
Instrument Pilot.
Three aspects of the day seemed to me
to make this course stand out compared
with other aviation courses and seminars
that I have attended in the past. The first
was the quality of the trainer: Captain
George has plainly thought carefully and

deeply about the subjects he teaches,
and has an engaging and intelligent
presentational style. Second was the extent
of active participation by the PPL/IR
Europe attendees, and the willingness of
one attendee in particular to share an indepth analysis and reflection of the causal
factors that led to his recent accident in
a light twin on St Mary’s, Scilly Isles
– there is perhaps no better way of truly
challenging pre-conceptions of our own
risk profiles than being able to analyse,
with the assistance both of a CRM and
human resources expert and of the pilot
involved, an accident flight operated by a
pilot whose level of experience and skill is

coming by road) had made it by then; the
problem for the rest was that Coventry was
fogged in (EGBE 190820Z VRB03KT
0100 R23/0375 R05/0150 FG NSC 09/
09 Q1025). We sat drinking our coffee,
discussing numerous issues from longdistance VFR flying in Europe to synthetic
vision systems and wondering how long
we should wait before abandoning all hope
of further arrivals, listening to the periodic
hum of piston engines transition from
descent power to full power as aircraft
after aircraft failed to become visual at
DH. Then, suddenly and much to our
surprise, someone entered the room in
hi-vis splendour: our first airborne arrival
who, it transpired, had
been lucky with the timing
and taken advantage of a
narrow window of better
weather. Captain George immediately
capitalised on this arrival as a springboard
for discussion. What interested him was
not so much the successful landing but
report of an aircraft that came down the
ILS moments after that landing that also
was carrying hopeful course attendees:
that aircraft went around, diverted, and
ultimately returned shortly before lunch.
How difficult it must have been, it was
observed, to decide to go around moments
after hearing another PPL/IR Europe
colleague and attendee at the very same

“a crew might take risks as a team that neither of the pilots would take individually”

1

likely to be far above average.
The third aspect that made the course
really stand out for me was the fully
immersive approach adopted by Captain
George, which was well illustrated by
his somewhat irreverent treatment of the
fire alarm procedure: every aspect of the
day – planned or unplanned, mundane or
surprising – was seized upon as appropriate
and used as a case study in human
performance or resource management. By
way of further example: the course was due
to start at 10am, but only a few of us (those

I have paraphrased for the purposes this report but have sought to capture the content and sentiment accurately.

2

Captain George has kindly made available his Powerpoint slides to the membership (downloadable from http://tinyurl.com/PPLIRCRM),
which provides a good summary of the subjects covered and some of the wisdom of the day. However, given the role that was played by
discussion, even these slides are no substitute for the course itself.
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seminar making a successful landing. Of
course in a world of rigidly applied SOPs
and unwavering discipline, the fact of the
previous landing would have been of no
moment whatsoever; but in the context of
human pilots and real-world judgments, to
deny at least the potential for influence is
to deny the possibility that a human pilot
will behave like a human being and be
subjected to precisely the same influences
and pressures as they would in any other
context.
In a report such as this I cannot hope
to capture and relay the breadth – let alone
the depth – of the material covered on a
somewhat foggy day in Coventry.2 Instead,
therefore, I will (i) exhort everyone to
attend if the course is to be run again and
(ii) provide a brief description of a few
points that emerged during the day that I
found particularly thought-provoking or
illuminating (accepting of course that my
“editor’s pick” may not be representative
of what others found most valuable).
In no particular order:
• It is received wisdom that a significant
factor in the safety of passenger transport operations as compared with PPL/
IR operations is the presence
of two pilots on the flight
deck. Whilst that plainly is
a significant factor, two-pilot operation
is not necessarily and invariably safer
than single pilot operation; or to put the
point the other way round, single-pilot
operation is not necessarily doomed to
being comparatively unsafe. Indeed,
as Captain George observed, there are
dangers inherent in two-crew operation
that do not arise in a single-crew environment. One such danger is analogous
to the inertia exhibited by a typical
crowd in the face of a fire alarm: a crew
might take risks as a team that neither
of the pilots would take individually
because each waits for the other to act,
or one pilot misreads the other’s silence
as comfort with a situation that both in
fact find discomforting (so called “risky
shift”).

deserve an article in their own right.
One particularly interesting factor for
me was the possible temporal length
of the accident chain: an accident
whose cause, at first blush, appears to
have been an instantaneous decision to
convert a go-around into a landing may
in fact have been caused (albeit only in
small part) by an event that occurred as
long ago as the previous day, namely a
successful landing by the same pilot in
the same aircraft at the same airport in
similarly bad weather. Whilst there was
some debate as to the extent to which
the previous day’s successful approach
and landing was likely to have acted as
an unconscious influence on the pilot
during the accident flight, the pilot’s
view was that it likely had at least some
influence. If that is right, it suggests that
there may be merit in evaluating overtly
and analytically whether one has any
pre-conceptions about likely risk factors before undertaking a potentially
difficult flight.
• Intellectually we all know that it is dangerous to substitute knowledge about a
situation with an assumption about it,
even if that assumption generally holds

CRM TRAINING

pilot. A key topic was the recognition
of and recovery from loss of situational
awareness during flight operations. It
was the words of counsel attributed to
Captain Andy Aldridge that stuck in my
mind as I flew home: “Sit on the fin, old
boy, sit on the fin!”
• One recurring theme that emerged from
the day seemed to me to be that singlecrew resource management is first and
foremost about following repeatable
processes at pre-determined points in
a flight operation and insisting to oneself on the disciplined application of
logic. The power of tools such as the
“Five P’s”3 perhaps lies not so much
in the detail of the way in which they
deconstruct the flight operation but in
their demand for decision making to be
slowed down, informed by all available
information and derived logically.
I anticipate that an objection that some
readers might have to the points I have
singled out for mention in this report is
that they are all (arguably) obvious if one
stops to think about them. One answer to
this lies in the inadequacy of my summary;
as I have already noted, I cannot in this
short report do justice to
the dynamism and depth
of our six-hour training
session. But there is a second answer: the
points may be obvious if one only stops
to think about them; however, the reality
is that many accidents occur because a
pilot is apparently oblivious to what seems
obvious. What this course provided was
the space, the expert guidance and the
armchair4 to facilitate thinking about flight
safety issues – including those that are at
some level obvious – in an analytical and
engaging way that, I hope, increases the
likelihood that the points will stick when
they are one day needed urgently in the
cockpit.
I cannot sign off without thanking
Stephen Dunnett for organising the day
and providing an extraordinary number
of sandwiches and cakes, which we all
happily munched through whilst chatting
over lunch, to Timothy Nathan for hosting
and of course, to Captain Lyn George.

“Sit on the fin, old boy, sit on the fin!”

• The numerous insights that spun out
of our member’s St Mary’s accident

true (for example that a landing clearance is to a runway that is clear of other
aircraft). However, never have I seen
the point illustrated so graphically as
on the video clip on slide 9 of Captain
George’s presentation. The interested
reader can download the presentation
and watch the video – I shall not provide a spoiler! Suffice it to say that it
has elevated what used to be mere intellectual knowledge to ingrained visceral
knowledge.
• Much of the afternoon was spent
focused on situational awareness, which
Captain George brought to life as a
multi-dimensional concept that encompasses not only aircraft position and
trajectory (both by reference to a plan
and by reference to three-dimensional
space) but also awareness of the status
of systems, environment and even the

3

The 5 P’s are “Plan, “Plane”, “Pilot”, “Passengers” and “Programming”. The idea is to analyse the subsisting and anticipated
situation with respect of each of these items.
4

The chairs were “armchairs” only figuratively; in physical manifestation they were of the plastic stackable variety!
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz
by Graham Whittle
Departure Decisions LFBD Bordeaux Merignac

T

his quiz is based on the experience of member Ralph Heidrich, who kindly sent the editorial team a note on the difficulties he
encountered on a departure from Bordeaux Merignac LFBD, which is the main airport in the French city of Bordeaux. Ralph
has a share in a PA32 Piper Saratoga G-BJCW based at Fairoaks. He enjoys the privileges of a PPL/IR which he uses mainly
for leisure flying.
On this particular day, the runway in use is 23. Wishing to travel north on an IFR departure, ATC give Ralph a clearance for
the Royan1P SID. The plate for this departure states that it is an RNAV departure. Within the 17 pages of text section of the LFBD AIP is
the note: “RNAV departures: the navigation specification criteria used are those of RNAV 1. The required equipment for the use of RNAV
procedures is a RNAV 1 equipment with a GNSS sensor. When RNAV departures are published they are allocated by default. When an
ACFT cannot follow a SID RNAV, it must report “NON RNAV in terminal area” in order to be allocated a conventional departure”
What would you do in a PA32 with a Garmin430W as the primary navigator?
1. Accept the clearance, then load Royan1P departure into the Garmin flight plan?
2. Report “NON RNAV in terminal area” so as to be allocated the conventional departure, Royan 1A?
3. Advise the air traffic controller that your aircraft has BRNAV equipment and that you wish clearance to fly the SID according to that
standard rather than RNAV 1?
Answers on page 27.
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LPV APPROACH PROGRESS

Contrasting Progress of LPV
Approaches in US and Europe

T

his article compares the current
status and roadmap for LPV
instrument approaches available
to GA between the US and Europe.
An LPV uses satellite based
navigation to provide a similar service
to an ILS precision approach without the
need for local ground equipment. This
dramatically reduces the cost and increases
the number of aerodromes that could
benefit from an instrument approach. A
later article describes improvements in
satellite navigation and how this is likely to
evolve in the future.

United States
GPS approaches were introduced in the US
in four distinct phases:
1994: As overlays to existing, surveyed
and
approved
conventional
approaches. VOR approaches had
minima of at least 250 feet, while
NDB overlays were no less than
300 feet.

by David Chambers
giving confidence of achieving a
reduced vertical protection limit
from 50m to 35m.
2011: The FAA announced it would
develop LPV rather than ILS for
any new CAT 1 approach procedure.
Rationalisation of existing ILS CAT
1 assets will commence in 2016.
The FAA has capacity to design and
publish around 300 approaches per year.
Their strategy has been to focus on LPV
and LP, with LNAV minima published as
a backup for WAAS outages/failures. Since
2011, the FAA develops LPV rather than
ILS for new CAT 1 procedures and from
2016 has committed to rationalize CAT 1
ILS installations.
As of October 2015, there were 3,590
LPV and 597 LP approaches in use across
the US. 1002 of the 1746 airports served
are non-ILS equipped. 930 of the LPV
approaches are calibrated down to 200

feet height above terrain. Many private
aircraft are fitted with WAAS certified
navigation equipment, where installations
typically only require sign off by a licensed
engineer. Training is implicit as part of
any instrument rating and there is no
separate syllabus. Skill tests can use LPV
approaches, but only those with minima of
less than 300 feet are considered equivalent
to a precision approach.

Europe
Progress across Europe has now caught up
with three of those five major milestones,
introducing LPV200 in 2015 - some nine
years after the US.
1998: Basic RNAV GPS navigation was
introduced in Europe.
2011: LPV approached approved down
to 250 feet AGL. The European
equivalent to WAAS is EGNOS,

2000: New GPS LNAV approaches were
designed and published for airports
without the need for ground based
navaids. Advisory glideslopes were
displayed.
2003: LPV approaches were introduced,
using WAAS to achieve tighter
tolerances and provide alerting for
both horizontal and vertical limits.
The lowest minima were 250 feet.
LP approaches (without vertical
guidance) were designed for cases
where terrain or other factors where
the criteria for LPV cannot be met.
2006: The minima for LPV were reduced
to 200 feet and 1/2 mile visibility,
providing all other normal
instrument approach requirements
were met (including parallel
taxiways, runway lighting etc.).
This was justified after extensive
testing and monitoring of the
accuracy of the WAAS system,
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coverage area to the east and south.
The same error correction signals
are sent throughout the entire coverage
footprint, augmenting only the GPS L1
signal at 1575MHz. It does not augment
GLONASS but will support Galileo when
that comes into full operation sometime
around 2020.

LPV200 in Europe
EGNOS was certified for 200-feet
Decision Height in September 2015.
There is no need to change any
avionics equipment already certified for

LPV 200 Target Service Area

LPV use to achieve this lower minima.
It is purely an administrative matter.
The initial coverage area for LPV200
is more restricted and initially excludes
latitudes north of 60 degrees or south of
the Mediterranean.
Top: RIMS (Range Integrity Monitoring Stations; Left: Non-precision coverage;
Right: LPV coverage region

and its Safety of Life service was
certified available for use in March
2011.
2015: LPV is approved for use down to
200 feet AGL but I am unaware of
any GA airport procedure cleared
to this lower level.
At September 2015, there were 218
LPV published procedures serving 138
airports across Europe (up from 155 LPV
procedures at end 2014). The APV-Baro
procedures are known as LNAV/VNAV
where EGNOS vertical guidance is
authorised as an alternative. France and
Germany lead the way.
The use of GNSS overlays as the
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primary form of navigation for instrument
approaches is not permitted in Europe
today, although many aircraft have
certified equipment quite capable of it.
They can be flown provided the legacy
equipment is fitted and operational. It
is likely that the vast majority of nontraining and commercial flights make use
of that today, especially for non-precision
approaches.
The coverage area of the EGNOS
system is being increased beyond Europe
to as far as South Africa and Madagascar.
Today, 39 ground monitoring stations
(RIMS: Range Integrity Monitoring
Stations) are located from Montreal to
Turkey and Svalbard to South Africa. In
June 2013, EGOS Version 2 extended the

Progress in the UK
As of November 2015, the UK has
published LPV approaches at only two
airports (four runway ends) at Exeter and
Bristol. The published roadmap includes
a substantial number of LPV and LNAV
during 2016, including many Scottish
Islands, Lands End and the Isles of Scilly.
The more remote/smaller are LPV only,
with larger regional commercial airports
developing for both LPV and LNAV/BaroVNAV minima. However, dates seem to
be continuously slipping with little visible
progress. Last year had a similar forecast
with many due for completion in 2015.
A public map of current and proposed
LPV approaches can be found online and
the status as of November 2015 is shown
below.
The UK CAA has considered approval
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to fly RNAV approaches including LPV and therefore any
current IR or IR(R) pilot is qualified to do so. A few European
states have national regulations which require pilots to have
completed a training course and been signed off for differences
training by an instructor. In a few cases, these rules may also
apply to visiting pilots, but in most cases the national AIP defers
foreign pilot licensing approvals to their country of registration.
At the time of writing, EASA rules require a precision
approach during an IR skill test or proficiency check and since
it is not a “precision approach”, LPV cannot be used. RNAV
without vertical guidance may be used as a non-precision
approach. A change to the tests is currently being progressed
which would mandate some GNSS based element for both the
skill test and proficiency check.
At the same time, the full IR syllabus will be updated to
place more emphasis on PBN (Performance Based Navigation),
for which GA uses GNSS. It is possible that some mandatory
training will be introduced for pilots who have trained only on
conventional navigation, involving a theory exam and perhaps a
practical element.

Summary

Status of LPV approaches in the UK as of November 2015 (Yellow =
planned, Green = Live)

of LPV for airports without an ATCO in the tower, publishing
CAP1122 during 2014. It’s unclear which airport might be the
first to achieve that goal.

EASA seeks to increase the pace
EASA published a Notice of Proposed Amendment in January
2015 (NPA 2015-01). It notes that the rate of progress for LPV
approach publication is much slower than the industry requires
and needs to be increased. At the current rate, all commercial
airports will not be equipped until 2033. They propose that all
non-precision instrument approaches at commercial airports
become equipped with an APV (LNAV/VNAV or LPV) approach
by January 2024. This is still considerably later than the ICAO
objective of 2016.

Equipment and training
Many privately owned IFR GA aircraft are already equipped to
fly LPV, including those with G1000, GTN and Avidyne avionics.
Training aircraft may only have Basic RNAV and/or outdated
databases. Some have EGNOS capable equipment but are not
approved to use it. An autopilot is desirable but not mandatory. A
large number of aircraft are fitted with Garmin 430W or 530W,
probably the most popular choice worldwide. PPL/IR Europe,
working with an industry contractor, has achieved a minor mod
approval route for the 430W which dramatically lowers the
cost.
In most European countries, no specific training is mandatory

The gulf in the adoption rate between Europe and USA continues
to widen. Several EASA countries have introduced a handful
of GNSS approaches. France and Germany are the only ones
to take this seriously, of which France leads the LPV league
table by a large margin. GNSS approaches are particularly
relevant to all types of GA rather than larger commercial traffic.
They enable commercial viability for instrument approaches
at almost every airfield and encourage wider utility. Slow
progress negatively impacts economic growth for GA. ESSP,
which operates EGNOS, has promoted wider adoption and fund
accelerated take-up. EASA has also sought to increase the pace.
Airport operators and national governments need to invest and
encourage wider adoption.
An outdated training curriculum omits GNSS resulting in
many IR training aircraft being unequipped for them. Limited
access to GNSS approaches in most countries constrains training
capacity. Regulators are seeking to mandate some GNSS
approach element, which may in itself result in further progress,
and we are likely to see a growing component of GNSS in the
training syllabus in the near future.

References
EGNOS in operation http://www.essp-sas.eu/egnos_in_operation
Current and proposed LPV approach map, public version on
EGNOS site http://egnos-user-support.essp-sas.eu/egnos_ops/
lpv_map/map.php
EASA NPA 2015-01 PBN Implementation in Europe http:
//easa.europa.eu/document-library/notices-of-proposedamendment/npa-2015-01
FAA GPS/WAAS approaches status: https://www.faa.gov/about/
office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/techops/
navservices/gnss/approaches/
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Glossary
EGNOS: European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service. An
SBAS system covering Europe and North Africa.
ESSP: European Satellite Services Provider. Operates the EGNOS
satellite system. Jointly owned by seven European national air
navigation service providers.
GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite Systems. The USA was first with
GPS, but other countries have operational worldwide systems too,
namely Russian GLONASS and Chinese BeiDou. The European
Galileo constellation should be operational around 2020.
GPS: Global Positioning System. The USA system comprises 31
low earth orbit satellites, of which only 24 are required for full
service. Standard GPS receivers can achieve accuracy within 17
metres, and typical performance is less than 10m.
LNAV: Lateral Navigation. Uses GNSS to navigate along a path
to any defined point, but without altitude guidance, i.e. no vertical
component.
LP: Localised Performance. Uses GNSS augmented by SBAS to
provide a very accurate lateral guidance for an instrument approach,
comparable to that from an ILS Localiser Only approach.
LPV: Lateral Performance with Vertical Guidance. Uses GNSS
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augmented by SBAS to provide both lateral and vertical guidance
for an instrument approach, comparable with that of an ILS. Vertical
tolerance is to within 35 metres but typically 1-2m accuracy is
achieved. Alerting is provided if the signal is known to be in error
within 6 seconds.
LPV200: The project for LPV approaches to 200 feet, similar to
ILS. No additional equipment is required onboard, but the SBAS
system has to be proven to meet the required accuracy and tolerances
throughout the specified coverage area.
PBN: Performance Based Navigation specifies that aircraft Required
Navigation Performance (RNP) is defined in terms of the accuracy,
integrity, availability, continuity and functionality required for the
proposed operations in the context of a particular airspace. For
practical purposes, GA aircraft achieve this using GNSS equipment
augmented by SBAS where increased accuracy is required.
SBAS: Space Based Augmentation System. A network of ground
based monitoring stations that determine various position errors and
send a correction signal via geo-stationary satellites. This increases
the accuracy of position fixes to as little as 1 meter, and provides
additional integrity checking that alerts the user of faults.
WAAS: Wide Area Augmentation System. Often used as a
generic term, this really only applies to the specific system in the
Continental USA.
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E

by Timothy Nathan

lsewhere in this edition, Matthew Lavy has written up the
excellent PPL/IR Europe CRM course we both attended,
and in which I stood up, like the alcoholic at an AA
meeting and told my story of foolishness and shame. Just
as I volunteered to abase myself for the common good in
that meeting, I have agreed to write the incident up for IP, in the
hope that someone, one day, will think back to this series of events
leading to a crash and stop themselves following suit, possibly to a
more serious accident. My story has just about all the elements of
a classic CRM accident: Pressure, stress, fatigue, poor judgement,
disbelief and a whole series of small operational issues: weather,
runway length, runway configuration. It is the classic “Swiss
Cheese” incident.
The accident, in my opinion, started a long time before the
crash itself. It was my fourth consecutive long flying day. On
the Monday I had flown from Biggin Hill to Perpignan, then
Palma, Mallorca. Because there is no avgas at Palma, the return
flight on the Tuesday was somewhat stressful, as I was constantly
calculating whether I had safe minimum fuel for Biggin. In the
event, I dropped into Deauville for fuel, where I was stuck on
the ground waiting an age for the bowser because of a technical
problem with another aircraft.
On the Thursday and Friday I had been asked to help a friend
out. He was stuck on Scilly needing to get to an important
meeting in Essen. Public Transport from Scilly to Essen and back
is virtually impossible, involving many changes, and he had to
be away from his young family, holidaying in a rented cottage in
Tresco for as short a time as possible. In my mind the accident
itself started unfolding on the Thursday morning. The weather
at Scilly was filthy, with fog and low cloud. However, knowing
fog’s disposition to lift by lunchtime, and the importance of my
friend’s meeting, I set off from Biggin anyway. When I first spoke
to Scilly, the weather was still very poor, but I pressed on in the
hope of a clearance and miraculously, as I reached the IAF, they
reported 3000m and 600’ and I made a successful landing. That
sudden clearance set the first trap for the following day.
The next little bit of stress came from a combination of
Eurocontrol and the poor infrastructure on Scilly. On arrival, I was
told that Eurocontrol had cancelled my previously ACK’d airways
flight plan for no reason that I understood at the time (it later
transpired to be because I had planned outside controlled airspace
across a cold Danger Area which was later activated – of course
I would have routed round it, but the IFPS computer was too dim
to realise that). The complete lack of internet infrastructure on the
island meant that I could not refile, so I had to leave VFR (yes,
dear reader, it was VMC by now) and negotiate a pop-up clearance
enroute. London FIS were very helpful, as ever, but again, it was a
little bit of stress and fatigue that I could have managed without.
So, Cinderella got to his Ball and all seemed well with the
world!
Until the next morning dawned with more filthy weather
extending across most of the UK but at its worse in the South
West. Once again, keyed up by my success the previous day,
we set off in hope. When he heard about the weather in Scilly,
however, my passenger started fretting about the consequences

of not being able to get in. His wife was isolated in an unfamiliar
holiday cottage on Tresco, not even on the main island, with three
children including a babe in arms and he was beginning to get very
concerned about how she would cope if he could not get back. It
would not be fair to say that he was putting pressure on me; he was
not, but his necessity was clear to me and that clearly set up some
stress within me. In the CRM course, Lyn George had defined
stress as the gap between a desired course of action and one’s
ability to act. I knew that he needed to get there and I knew that I
might not be able to deliver.
The conversation in the aircraft turned to alternative forms of
transport and we decided, around KOK, to descend out of airways
so that we could fly low along the South Coast of the UK, in range
of 3G signals, so that my passenger and a student who was also
there, could get on their devices and start investigating ferries,
speedboats and so on. Of course, there was now the added stress
and fatigue of flying at 1000’, in IMC, just far enough off the coast
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to remain within Instrument Flight Rules
and near enough to pick up a good mobile
signal and remaining outside the various
ATZs, CTRs and DAs that straddle the
coast.
The news from the internet was not
good. The ferries were fully booked for
several days (perhaps because the airline
had not been flying), no-one was operating
speedboats because of the weather and no
contact could be made with my friend’s
wife because of poor coverage on the
islands. Even the most hard-hearted and
coldly analytical of you will begin to have
some sympathy for how this situation was
building up.
We continued to get half-hourly
METARs from St Mary (as well as
Newquay and other potential diverts) and
there were only marginal changes. As we
went past Newquay I told them to expect
me back there after my failed attempt at
St Mary. I decided to try one approach at
St Mary. The trouble was that only two
runways at St Mary have approaches, 27
and 32, and the wind favoured 14, with a
10kt tailwind on 32. The approaches are
timed NDB, with no DME, making them
far inferior to a GPS based approach, so I
asked if I might do a GPS based let down
to runway 14, getting the advantage of
the headwind on the short, hump-backed
runway but ATC could not authorise that.
Although, runway 32 is short, it has a steep
upslope initially and I calculated, based on
a history of having to apply power to get
up the slope on landing, that this would be
sufficient to counteract the tailwind, so I
opted for that approach.
Although the 32 approach is timed
from the overhead, there is, of course, a
Jeppesen/Garmin overlay, so I flew it as
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G-LIZZ with fire engine in attendance

a straight in, with my student reading off
the altitudes at ranges. I was fully stable
at a sensible approach speed. At circling
minima I looked up and we were still in
solid IMC, so I looked down again until
Derived Decision Altitude. I used 30’ above
MDA, as I normally did in the Aztec, as
that seems to be the right amount to ensure
MDA is not bust. At DDA, I looked up
again and saw nothing, and began to apply
power and pitch when, either in the sink or
in a momentary clearance, I saw two reds
and two whites on the PAPI.
Foolishly, and contrary to all teaching,
including the teaching I myself provide,
I reduced power again and put the nose
down. We were, by now, on four whites
and we never got back to two reds. I
flared a little after the numbers but by
now, the speed was unstable and there
was a substantial tailwind, so we touched
down at least 200m into the runway, fast. I
applied maximal braking, getting squealing
but could not stop. The far end, where I
knew there to be a precipice, approached,
so I turned off the runway onto the grass.
We were only going about 5-10kts but the
two inch lip up from tarmac to grass was
enough to remove two undercarriage legs.
AFS response was very fast and by the
time I had secured and got everyone out
they were there, practicing their use of
foam.
With the benefit of hindsight, I can
look back at the times when I could have
prevented this accident:
1.

I could have decided that making four
long trips in four days was too much.

2.

I could have decided that, having made
three long trips on the preceding three

days, making a difficult and stressful
flight on the fourth was a bad idea.
3.

Based on the weather I picked up
before departure, I could have decided
not to take-off, or at least planned to
go to Newquay.

4.

I could have recognised the possible
impact of my passenger’s obvious
concern, bordering on distress, and
consciously excluded that factor from
my decision making.

5.

I could have recognised that once
I was engaging in such desperate
measures as flying low level, IMC,
down the South Coast, I was clearly
pushing too far.

6.

I could have recognised that flying
low level, IMC, down the South Coast
was adding to my already considerable
fatigue.

7.

Having made a difficult and stressful
flight, I could have acknowledged the
difficulty and stress, and raised my
personal minima.

8.

I could have followed all the training
I have received and given and once I
had commenced the missed approach,
continued with it.

9.

As soon as I saw four whites, I could
have followed all the training I have
received and given and gone around.

10. Having floated before touch down, I
could have gone around.
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11. Having touched down long, I could
have converted to a touch and go.
Yes, dear reader, eleven separate points
at which I could have prevented this
accident. Or, if you prefer, eleven slices
of Swiss cheese all trying to save me. So
why, we are all asking from our armchairs
(and I include myself), did I allow this to
happen? How could I miss eleven separate
opportunities to save the aeroplane? That
must be the nub of the CRM question.
Although I can point to one or two
instances where I can give a direct answer
(for example, that I had the experience the
previous day of a rapid clearance and it
is only fair to add that an hour after the
accident it was nearly CAVOK), I think
that the answer can be phrased more
generally and more helpfully.
There were a number of possible
outcomes to this flight, which could be
brought down to five:
1.

Successful landing at destination

2.

Successful landing at alternate

3.

Not departing

4.

Running out of fuel before a
successful landing could be made
anywhere

5.

Crashing

I believe that the problem was that I had
given serious consideration to the first
two of those possible outcomes but did
not give any serious thought to the other
three, at any stage, right up to touchdown.
So why not, as they are all outcomes that
we read about on a regular basis?
Well, I could certainly place some
of the blame at the feet of fatigue and
stress; neither of which I felt at any

stage. So maybe, as with hypoxia and CO
poisoning, we need to apply to ourselves
some objective measures along the lines
of: “If I fly more than three hours on
three consecutive days, I will be fatigued,
regardless of how I feel.”
How one responds to that is down to
the individual:
• Enforcing rest days
• Taking a safety pilot
• Raising minima/taking more fuel
• Simply acknowledging fatigue when
making decisions
• Checking decisions with others (ATC,
trusted friend on the telephone, others
in the aircraft, POH)
It is worth giving thought to that now,
however, not when the chips are down.
The same goes for recognising
stress and pressure. Somehow, we must
recognise a mindset that says “I must get
in” (for whatever reason) and counter it
with another thought which says “you
know what? The circumstances under
which you must get in are very limited
indeed and unlikely to ever affect us, so
there is probably an alternative.”
That is TDODAR:
TIME
DIAGNOSE
OPTIONS
DECIDE
ACT
REVIEW

do I have time to
make a decision?
what really is the
problem?
what are my options?
pick an option
is the action taken the
most appropriate?
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I can sit here at my desk spouting this
stuff, just as I do with my students but
just when I needed it most, I did not apply
it. That is because I did not recognise
the pressure and stress and the situation
being worthy of TDODAR treatment.
Sure, if you get a failure, such as an
engine or electrical, you know to reach
for TDODAR, either consciously or by
reflex; but “get-in-itis” does not trigger
the same response. Clearly it should,
starting with DIAGNOSE.
Even then, why did I not go around or
touch and go? Well, I think that comes
down my list of five above. I really did
not think I was going to crash until less
than a second before I did. Of course, had
I recognised the possibility, I would have
reacted. So why didn’t I?
Well, I guess it comes down to
denial and complacency. “This can’t be
happening to me!” I think that the more
you fly and don’t crash, the more it seems
to you that you are never going to. That
is the fallacy of Inductive Reasoning. The
same goes for engine failures and landing
with the gear up. The more it doesn’t
happen, the less likely it seems to be
going to happen.
So, there are many potential learning
points arising out of my stupidity. I
would say that I will ensure that it will
never happen to me again but you know
what? That is right back to complacency.
It could happen again to me, just like it
could happen to you. We just have to keep
going over incidents like this to remind
ourselves. Obviously, I have exposed
myself to considerable criticism and
teasing by being so open – indeed the
AAIB inspector was complimenting me,
saying that it is refreshing to hear a pilot
talk so frankly and be so open about his
accident – but I hope that by doing so,
I help just one person avoid the
situation I find myself in.

Answers to Quiz on page 17
1 is not something that can be recommended in this journal unless the aircraft and pilot can legally comply with the requirements of
PRNAV.*
2 is likely to be the answer most in accordance with the rules.
3 is legitimate, but it could lead to confusion if the controller does not understand the question or if the pilot had difficulty
understanding the controller’s reply in English with a French accent.
* Some readers may say that with the RNAV1 Royan 1P departure loaded into the Garmin 430 flight plan the departure could easily
be flown within the RNAV 1 tolerances (+/- 1nm of track) using the autopilot or even flying by hand and that this method would be a
lot simpler than the conventional SID, requiring capture then tracking of an NDB radial prior to turning onto a VOR radial.
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Weekenders
Chambéry
by Mark Onyett

B

y about this time of year I would hope
to have all of my ski trips for 2016 at
least vaguely planned out. The typical
weekend ski trip for me would be flying to
Chambéry and then driving the hour or so
up to Meribel which is situated at the heart of Les 3
Vallées, the world’s largest ski area. As well as being
pretty accessible, Les 3 Vallées has 600km of pistes
and 170 lifts catering for the full range of abilities.
Chambéry Savoie airport is still quite GA friendly
as long as you plan ahead and reserve parking, etc.
This can be done via the https://cy.myhandlingso
ftware.com website and covers the customs PPR
if you are arriving from a non Shengen airfield.
For aircraft under 3 tonnes there is no mandatory
handling and the landing and parking fees are quite
reasonable (around €100 for landing and a week’s
parking in a 1.9 tonne PA46). The key thing is to
plan not to arrive on a Saturday as then you have
both mandatory handling and a minimum €1000
handling fee. You can depart on a Saturday (subject
to operations accepting your proposed departure
time) but landing is expensive. Avgas is available
by Total card self serve and JetA from AirBP trucks.
If you are arriving from a non-Schengen country,
the best bet is to taxi to the Business Terminal and
shut down there and go in to clear customs with the
Douanes based there. Afterwards, start up and taxi to
parking which will be on Apron P or if it is quiet and
you are lucky, on Apron L. You can then exit by the
turnstile gates near the Aeroclub on Apron
L. Departure is the same; drive to the
Business Terminal ground side then
see the Douanes, then drive over to the
Aeroclub and get them to let you back
to your aircraft and depart.
The approach to and departure from
Chambéry is very much worth some prereading. Instrument arrivals are mostly
from the North and the West and route you
over the top of Geneva between FL80 and
FL100 with a turn West towards SALEV.
Chambéry is a “one way” airport, with
arrivals from the North and departures to the
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North (owing to the large mountain to the South), so
you are often asked to hold over VIRIE and REVPA.
If the airspace is clear, you are typically cleared
from SALEV to COLLO to intercept the localiser
at 6500ft for the ILS Y 18. Sometimes, if Geneva is
quiet, you can get direct COLLO from LIRKO. The
ILS approach brings you down a steep sided valley
and over the Lac du Bourget, which sometimes
means being in the cloud is no bad thing! It is a 4.46
degree glideslope so getting slow enough and wheels
down early is important. Given the missed approach
involves some interesting left right climbing turning
manoeuvres, the minima are reasonably complex
based on speed and climb gradient but the lowest for
Cat A is 300’ with a 900m RVR.
Departing is mostly to the North and East,
typically a DANBO 2D departure with an initial
climb to FL70 to clear the mountains to the north
east. Sometimes, there is a bit of a wait on the
ground due to inbound traffic but the controllers do
their best to keep everyone moving.
There are other options for accessing the Alps
(I have done the Courchevel authorisation for
example) but few have the combination of proximity
and weather reliability that Chambéry does. As well
as the skiing, it’s a great summer trip with
mountain activities and the Lac du
Bourget nearby.
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Activities:
• Around Chambéry the Lac du Bourget is lovely in the summer,
there is a beach area and you can rent sail and powered boats.
• If you are into cycling there are some great options. The cycle
way that runs from Albertville all the way to Annecy has no cars,
lovely tarmac and is completely flat. For the more adventurous,
on the route from Albertville to Moutiers you can turn off to the
Col de la Madeleine which is a famous climb often featuring on
the Tour de France.
• In the summer, as well as biking, tennis, downhill mountain biking,
golf and hiking, there are some great via ferrata which are mountain climbing routes made accessible with steps, steel cables and
hand holds so that anyone can do them (with the right kit).
• In the winter time, no trip to Meribel is complete without a visit
to the Folie Douce, a “club on the slopes” open from 12 - 5pm
for great pre-apres ski entertainment.
• My favourite place to eat in Meribel is the Cro Magnon, just up
at Le Plateau, with very good prices and great food.
• If you fancy something different (summer or winter) you can
stay at http://www.lerefugeduchrist.com which is a lovely converted farm just outside Meribel. It has basic, en-suite rooms and
the couple that own it will cook a lovely meal for your group over
the open fire. The wood-fired hot tub on the deck offers excellent views and relaxation after a hard day’s flying!
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